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Telegraphic Transfer Application Form

Date:

ᇼ̳͂ภිᄘʥΕሬʿࣟʑ͂§✓¨

(Use BLOCK letters & tick appro. boxes)

මಁᇁ໔
Remittance Ref. :

ண㝠ّ
Dear Sirs,

Στ݅cᇼʵ͂ɐ߸ᇁ໔ʥˀ౨
(Please quote the ref. & date in all enquiries)

̯ɁþЮ೩ɰቇ෮ፓΨ߇ࠒؿΈૈಁcկপ ൔϷ࣓ኣ೩ૈಁˤፒɎͶමಁe
I/We hereby request you to effect the following remittance subject to the conditions overleaf, which I/We have read and agreed to be bound by them.
මಁஒྫྷʥټᔾ
Remit Cur. & Amt.

ࢠˀ
Value Date

ಶძʥι͚ᇁ໔
Ex. Rate & Deal No.

ˤνႺϷؿˤଉϷΊီʥΔэ
Name & Add. of the Intermediary
ˤνႺϷ
ΊီʥΔэ
Name & Add. of
the Bene’s Banker
νಁɁ
ΊီʥΔэ
Name & Add.
of Beneficiary

νಁɁሏ໔
Bene’s A/C No.

ྦྷνಁɁڃӰ
Message to Bene.
ྦྷൔႺϷ͐ܞi
Instruction to Bank:

¼ ႺϷ͂ͅමಁټᔾʑκ
Charge deducted from amount remitted

¼ ࣵ̔ႺϷ̯͂ͅɁþЮ೩ֻኪ

Overseas correspondents charges borne by me/us

¼ 
τᗐɐ߸මಁʥ͂ؿʻ˟ፒؒPayment of the above remittance & charges:

¼

ᔑڃɐʻ  ႺϷ̯໔ᆦ
Enclosed Cheque/Cashier’s order No.

¼

ᇼכሏʸሏ໔
By Debiting A/C No.

¼

ԯˢ
Others:

ۿʻνѢնݯАྡྷ.
˟ಁႺϷΊီ
(Subject to clearance of the cheque). Name of Drawee Bank
κ
with

.
(Please indicate the currency to be debited).

Ⴚ Ϸ ਿ ͂FOR BANK USE ONLY

Exchange Rate මଅ
Exchanged Amt. җټᔾ
Commission ʹᙩ
Cable ཋం
Total Chgs. ͂߮
Total Amount (Incl. Chgs.)
ᐢټᔾ
Clerk Initial
Officer Initial
Manager Initial

۪ʸˤᆦ
Customer Code :
මಁɁ
Remitter
:
ᖬͧ໔ᆦ
I/D No.
:
Δэ
Address
:
ཋ
Tel. No.
:

S.V.

මಁɁᖋອၤɐ߸ΈʸɟᖋΥβᅚޚଲ
Remitter’s Signature(s)
(Same as the signing arrangement of the above account)
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මಁɁܰτஐͨొԜ̯͇ᇼ࣊Ͳؿ༅ࢿeΣමಁɁ̰ॶΉႺϷొԜͨЄτᗐ༅ࢿc˿ॶኒߎႺϷಲؒˤමಁɁፒଉමಁ৻רeᗐכ೩༅ࢿผ͂ޅכფ͌ؿʥම
ಁɁ̋ሬ͂כɁྦྷؗੱؿ೩༅ࢿ݅ؿᚬС˞ʥԯˢୀڬcᇼቇਜ਼ൎ̯כϷፒʔɣਦʑֶכමಁɁ߬ұࣂႺϷొԜؿᗐכɁ༅ࢿӝᒔૈԝɾ۪ʸ
كɾʑࢀe
 ႺϷτྦྷؿᚬɈկͨȹංֶΛכȹංؿˤଉϷగමಁֶၤමಁτᗐؿԯˢԑඖكνಁɁeႺϷੀɺผͅכ೩ˤଉϷؿ፟dକ֧dɺݯd֝ፖdᆚֶพ
Ϥ߲ɐͨЄஐͨeϤႺϷֶͨЄˤଉϷɺผΐ֝ݯፖֶɺॶΉνಁɁʻ˟මಁd֝ፖగමಁكνಁɁcֶΉνಁɁֶͨЄႺϷؿˤଉϷೕˮͨؿЄʼͧdͧڌd
ཋం֝ؿፖϤ߲ɐͨЄஐͨeႺϷֶͨЄႺϷؿˤଉϷగමಁֺઔՅͨؿЄϷ৽cΣΕഁ෮ʥፓ๑ሬֶ̯͂̔ࣵؿΔؒ܁dୌྻֶૈԝϤਨϷؿcੀྦྷ㟱ಁɁԮ
ҢɈeϤႺϷֶͨЄႺϷؿˤଉϷੀɺผΐϊϤ߲ɐͨЄஐͨe
 ႺϷˇੀɎͶΈඖ༅ࢿكමಁɁiÐ
D τᗐνಁਝΔֶؒ܁ஃԝֺྡྷܪɾ̔මဳԹֶԯˢࠉԹc͛ˇΐݯ೩ဳԹʥࠉԹϤʵߎͨؿЄฌֶ̖֝႒߲ɐͨЄஐͨeමಁɁᎶϬϷ݅τᗐɾဳԹ
ֶࠉԹhʥ
E τᗐࣵ̔ႺϷ˿ॶνՅɾ͂e
 ࣵ̔ႺϷ͂cΣܞڈցͅමಁɁֻኪcลͅνಁɁʻ˟Ԏමಁټᔾɻκeϊ̔c̯Ϸτᚬ߬ұමಁɁ߲ኪֺτΐϊමಁϤʵߎɾȹʘ͂e
 τᗐමಁɾȹʘcႺϷ˿͂ʼΥֶᆦೕˮhϤႺϷੀɺผͨͅכЄཋፘ̖dፖԷd፟႒dፘֶาᕝֶכઅᏵࣂͅכႺϷɾͨЄˤଉϷ፟႒ᓺᘭֶଉ
೩Ϥ߲ɐͨЄஐͨe
 ΕႺϷႏݯ߬ؗੱؿɎcႺϷτᚬΕ߇ࠒɾ͇ᇼֺ࣊ܞցΔᒨ˞̔ɺΔᒨʻ˟මಁe
 ΕνಁɁؿႺϷֶνಁɁྡྷνԷමಁکc೩මಁ˿ॶ߬༦့ӡʥþֶνಁΔؿԯˢʹᙩe
 ΣමಁɁֺᖔ˟ؿಁඖc˞ᐽࣂЙଅ့߮ؿcႺϷᆢྡྷكЙଅࣂcႺϷτᚬΕɺʀමಁɁԑͱؗੱؿكɎcමಁɁΕႺϷ͓ɾሏʸɻκ
ᔾΣමಁɁɰᖔ˟ؿಁඖʭྡྷܘכЙძ့ֺ߮Ꮆ˟ؿಁඖֶؗੱܘ߬ϤցੀᔾΦɃමಁɁΕႺϷ͓ɾሏʸΣමಁɁɰᖔ˟ؿಁඖΛྡྷܘכ
Йძ့ֺ߮Ꮆ˟ؿಁඖe
 Σමಁ߬Εܺܞցˀ౨ʻ˟cමಁɁΕ߇ࠒ͇ᇼ࣊עܞˀ౨ݯමಁؿࢠˀcႺϷτྦྷؿᚬɈҺցܰЯઅՇԮτͨЄܞցමಁࢠˀ͇ؿᇼeΣႺϷ
અՇ͇ᇼؿcႺϷੀɺผͨͅכЄɺॶઁԹؿԑֶͧࡈΐcԚνಁɁֶνಁɁؿႺϷ̰ॶΕܞցɾˀνՅමಁcֺ˿ॶʵߎමಁɁʥþֶνಁɁʥþֶͨЄԯ
ˢɁˡؿฌ̖Ϥ߲ɐͨЄஐͨeΣࢠˀၤමಁ͇ᇼғֶႏݯғݯȹˀcͅכමಁ˿ॶՇνಁΔਂؿ࿀ᅕࣂංֺࠉԹcܨႺϷԎɺړᖬνಁɁؿႺϷֶν
ಁɁ˿˞Εමಁ͇ᇼғɾȹˀνԷමಁe
 ΣႺϷΕԯܞցؿ࿀ᅕࣂං܃νԷͨЄමಁ͇ؿᇼcႺϷੀ഼೩͇ᇼ܃כȹᏪพˀઅՇe

 ڈමಁɁ̊τޚʦ͐ܞcමಁੀ˞˟ಁਝɾஒྫྷ͚˟e
 ႺϷઅՇȿමಁ͇ؿᇼ܃ڈԷႺϷ࣊ࠍؿ෮cЯڬɺ˿ՅࣱeΕҺցܰЯઅՇමಁɁՅࣱමಁ͇ᇼ߬ؿұࣂcႺϷ˿˞ϣᄬԯܰЯɰઅᏵˤଉϷɰκज
ʥՅࣱτᗐමಁؿكeߗႺϷ෮ՅࣱමಁcමಁɁੀՇɎͶૈؿಁʥႺϷؿ˱ڃԯˢૈಁֺҢiÐ
D මಁɁֻኪႺϷþֶԯˤଉϷ෮ʥþֶϣᄬ෮ՅࣱමಁϤʵߎͨؿЄ͂ʥʻcϤ೩͂ʥʻᎶঽΑමಁɁؿಁඖɻκh
E ঽಁټؿᔾᎶܘႺϷΕ୮ଉঽಁࣂؿൕɃძ့߮e
 ΣමಁɁ߬ұ۪ʸ˞࣊ك൯ʿβ͚මಁɁcȹʘ൯Ⴎࠓ፮ͅමಁɁֻኪe
 ̯ૈಁ˞ɻdߜʼ࣊ᄘeΣτͨЄɺɾ୮cߜ˞ڬʼݯخๅe
 ܘဟဳዀ࿚ܞؿʵcමಁɾමˮႺϷΕමಁ͚ࢠڌؿמɻ༗τමಁɁؿሏ໔ʥΔэc۪ʸᆢႏɎͶᚬi̯ɁЮ೩þʔ̇෮ʥᚬ׃ਆႺϷΕමಁࢠڌɻ
༗τ̯ɁЮ೩þʔ̇ɾሏ໔ʥΔэe

Conditions
1.

It is obligatory for the Remitter to supply to the Bank with all such information as required by this Application Form. Failure to supply any of such information may result in the Bank being
unable to effect the remittance for you. For details concerning the purposes for which the information supplied by the Remitter may be used and the Remitter’s right (applicable to
individuals only) to request access to information, etc., please refer to a notice relating to the Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance on display in the Bank’s banking halls or to be made
available to the Remitter upon request.
2. The Bank shall have the absolute and unfettered discretion to appoint one or more correspondents in advising the remittance to the Beneficiary and in relation to any other matter arising
out of the remittance. The Bank shall not be responsible for any error, neglect, default, delay, omission, insolvency or failure in business of any such correspondents, and neither the Bank
nor the Bank’s correspondents shall be responsible for any delay in payment or non-payment of the remittance to the Beneficiary, in advising the remittance to the Beneficiary or in the
transmission or delivery of any item, letter, telegram or cable to the Beneficiary or any of the Bank’s correspondents. Any action, process or other step taken by the Bank or any of the
Bank’s correspondents in connection with the remittance, if in good faith and in conformity with applicable foreign or domestic laws, customs or regulations, shall be binding on the
Remitter and shall not place the Bank or any of the Bank’s correspondents under any liability to the Remitter.
3. The Bank is not responsible to advise the Remitter of:(a) any exchange control or other restriction which may be imposed by the laws or regulations of the country where payment of the remittance is to be effected and shall not be liable for
any loss delay resulting from such control and restriction. The Remitter is advised to make his own enquiries as to any such control or restriction; and
(b) any charges which may be imposed by overseas correspondents.
4. Overseas correspondents charges, if not specified to be borne by the Remitter, are to be borne by the Beneficiary and deducted from the proceeds of the remittance. In addition, the Bank
is entitled to reimbursement from the Remitter for the expenses of the Bank, its correspondents and agents.
5. The Bank may send message(s) relating to the remittance either in words or in cipher and shall not be liable for any loss, delay, error, omission or mutilation which may occur in the
transmission of the message or for any misrepresentation of the messages, or any part thereof, by any of the Bank’s correspondents.
6. The Bank may make payment of the remittance at a place different from that specified by the Remitter in the application form overleaf if the circumstances, in the Bank’s sole and absolute
opinion, so require.
7. Payment of the remittance may need to go through the clearing system and/or certain local procedures of the country where the payment is to be made before the Beneficiary’s banker or
the Beneficiary has actually received the payment of the remittance.
8. Where the application for remittance is accepted by the Bank on the basis of a provisional exchange rate, then once the Bank is able to ascertain the actual applicable exchange rate, the Bank
shall be entitled to debit the difference (in case the amount payable by the Remitter on the basis of the actual exchange rate exceeds the amount paid by the Remitter), or (as the case may
be) credit the difference (in case the amount payable by the Remitter on the basis of the actual exchange rate is less than amount paid by the Remitter) to the Remitter’s account with the
Bank without prior notice to the Remitter.
9. If payment of the remittance is to be completed on a particular date, the Remitter shall state such date as the value date on the application form overleaf, provided always that the Bank shall
have the sole and unfettered discretion whether to accept any application with a stated value date and if it so accepts, the Bank shall not be liable for any loss or damage incurred by the
Remitter and/or the Beneficiary and/or any other party if the payment is not received by the Beneficiary or the Beneficiary’s banker on the stated value date by reason of any event or cause
beyond the control of the Bank or any of the Bank’s correspondents. In particular, if the value date is stated as the same day on which the application is accepted or deemed to be accepted,
the Bank shall not warrant that the Beneficiary’s banker or the Beneficiary will receive the remittance on the same day of the date of acceptance of the application as the remittance will be
subject to, inter alia, the cut-off time relating to the geographical location of destination of the remittance.
10. If the application is accepted by the Bank at a time after the deadline stipulated by the Bank for the processing of outward remittances, the application shall be deemed to be accepted by the
Bank on the next following business day of the Bank.

11. In the absence of any instructions of the Remitter to the contrary, payment of the remittance will be effected in the currency of the country in which the
payment is actually made.
12. The application for the remittance, once accepted by the Bank, may not be cancelled unless the Bank agrees in writing. In considering whether to accept any request by the Remitter for
cancellation of the remittance, the Bank may take into account, inter alia, whether it has received satisfactory confirmation from its correspondents that the remittance has been duly
withheld and cancelled. In case the Bank agrees to cancel the remittance, such agreement will always be subject to the following conditions and any other additional conditions as the Bank
may impose:(a) The Remitter shall be liable for any costs and expenses incurred by the Bank and/or its correspondents in giving and/or considering to give effect of the cancellation and such costs and
expenses, as conclusively determined by the Bank, shall be deducted from the amount to be refunded to the Remitter;
(b) The amount of refund shall be calculated at the Bank’s current buying rate for the currency of the relevant remittance at the time of refund.
13. Where the customer advice is to be sent to the Remitter by mail as instructed by the Remitter, it is sent at the sole risk of the Remitter.
14. The conditions herein contained are written in English and Chinese. In the case of conflict, the English version shall prevail.
15. According to guideline issued by Regulator, remitting bank should include account number and address of originating customer in the message of remittance transaction.
Customer hereby confirms the following authorization: I/We hereby agree and authorize China Merchants Bank to include my/our account number and address in the
remittance message.
CMBHK-OP-011 V2 (CC)
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

මಁஒྫྷʥټᔾ
Remit Cur. & Amt.

ࢠˀ
Value Date

ಶძʥι͚ᇁ໔
Ex. Rate & Deal No.

ˤνႺϷؿˤଉϷΊီʥΔэ
Name & Add. of the Intermediary
ˤνႺϷ
ΊီʥΔэ
Name & Add. of
the Bene’s Banker
νಁɁ
ΊီʥΔэ
Name & Add.
of Beneficiary

νಁɁሏ໔
Bene’s A/C No.

ྦྷνಁɁڃӰ
Message to Bene.
ྦྷൔႺϷ͐ܞi
Instruction to Bank:

¼ ႺϷ͂ͅමಁټᔾʑκ
Charge deducted from amount remitted

¼ ࣵ̔ႺϷ̯͂ͅɁþЮ೩ֻኪ

Overseas correspondents charges borne by me/us

¼ 
τᗐɐ߸මಁʥ͂ؿʻ˟ፒؒPayment of the above remittance & charges:

¼

ᔑڃɐʻ  ႺϷ̯໔ᆦ
Enclosed Cheque/Cashier’s order No.

¼

ᇼכሏʸሏ໔
By Debiting A/C No.

¼

ԯˢ
Others:

ۿʻνѢնݯАྡྷ.
˟ಁႺϷΊီ
(Subject to clearance of the cheque). Name of Drawee Bank
κ
with

.
(Please indicate the currency to be debited).

Ⴚ Ϸ ਿ ͂FOR BANK USE ONLY

Exchange Rate මଅ
Exchanged Amt. җټᔾ
Commission ʹᙩ
Cable ཋం
Total Chgs. ͂߮
Total Amount (Incl. Chgs.)
ᐢټᔾ
Clerk Initial
Officer Initial
Manager Initial

۪ʸˤᆦ
Customer Code :
මಁɁ
Remitter
:
ᖬͧ໔ᆦ
I/D No.
:
Δэ
Address
:
ཋ
Tel. No.
:

S.V.

මಁɁᖋອၤɐ߸ΈʸɟᖋΥβᅚޚଲ
Remitter’s Signature(s)
(Same as the signing arrangement of the above account)
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මಁɁܰτஐͨొԜ̯͇ᇼ࣊Ͳؿ༅ࢿeΣමಁɁ̰ॶΉႺϷొԜͨЄτᗐ༅ࢿc˿ॶኒߎႺϷಲؒˤමಁɁፒଉමಁ৻רeᗐכ೩༅ࢿผ͂ޅכფ͌ؿʥම
ಁɁ̋ሬ͂כɁྦྷؗੱؿ೩༅ࢿ݅ؿᚬС˞ʥԯˢୀڬcᇼቇਜ਼ൎ̯כϷፒʔɣਦʑֶכමಁɁ߬ұࣂႺϷొԜؿᗐכɁ༅ࢿӝᒔૈԝɾ۪ʸ
كɾʑࢀe
 ႺϷτྦྷؿᚬɈկͨȹංֶΛכȹංؿˤଉϷగමಁֶၤමಁτᗐؿԯˢԑඖكνಁɁeႺϷੀɺผͅכ೩ˤଉϷؿ፟dକ֧dɺݯd֝ፖdᆚֶพ
Ϥ߲ɐͨЄஐͨeϤႺϷֶͨЄˤଉϷɺผΐ֝ݯፖֶɺॶΉνಁɁʻ˟මಁd֝ፖగමಁكνಁɁcֶΉνಁɁֶͨЄႺϷؿˤଉϷೕˮͨؿЄʼͧdͧڌd
ཋం֝ؿፖϤ߲ɐͨЄஐͨeႺϷֶͨЄႺϷؿˤଉϷగමಁֺઔՅͨؿЄϷ৽cΣΕഁ෮ʥፓ๑ሬֶ̯͂̔ࣵؿΔؒ܁dୌྻֶૈԝϤਨϷؿcੀྦྷ㟱ಁɁԮ
ҢɈeϤႺϷֶͨЄႺϷؿˤଉϷੀɺผΐϊϤ߲ɐͨЄஐͨe
 ႺϷˇੀɎͶΈඖ༅ࢿكමಁɁiÐ
D τᗐνಁਝΔֶؒ܁ஃԝֺྡྷܪɾ̔මဳԹֶԯˢࠉԹc͛ˇΐݯ೩ဳԹʥࠉԹϤʵߎͨؿЄฌֶ̖֝႒߲ɐͨЄஐͨeමಁɁᎶϬϷ݅τᗐɾဳԹ
ֶࠉԹhʥ
E τᗐࣵ̔ႺϷ˿ॶνՅɾ͂e
 ࣵ̔ႺϷ͂cΣܞڈցͅමಁɁֻኪcลͅνಁɁʻ˟Ԏමಁټᔾɻκeϊ̔c̯Ϸτᚬ߬ұමಁɁ߲ኪֺτΐϊමಁϤʵߎɾȹʘ͂e
 τᗐමಁɾȹʘcႺϷ˿͂ʼΥֶᆦೕˮhϤႺϷੀɺผͨͅכЄཋፘ̖dፖԷd፟႒dፘֶาᕝֶכઅᏵࣂͅכႺϷɾͨЄˤଉϷ፟႒ᓺᘭֶଉ
೩Ϥ߲ɐͨЄஐͨe
 ΕႺϷႏݯ߬ؗੱؿɎcႺϷτᚬΕ߇ࠒɾ͇ᇼֺ࣊ܞցΔᒨ˞̔ɺΔᒨʻ˟මಁe
 ΕνಁɁؿႺϷֶνಁɁྡྷνԷමಁکc೩මಁ˿ॶ߬༦့ӡʥþֶνಁΔؿԯˢʹᙩe
 ΣමಁɁֺᖔ˟ؿಁඖc˞ᐽࣂЙଅ့߮ؿcႺϷᆢྡྷكЙଅࣂcႺϷτᚬΕɺʀමಁɁԑͱؗੱؿكɎcමಁɁΕႺϷ͓ɾሏʸɻκ
ᔾΣමಁɁɰᖔ˟ؿಁඖʭྡྷܘכЙძ့ֺ߮Ꮆ˟ؿಁඖֶؗੱܘ߬ϤցੀᔾΦɃමಁɁΕႺϷ͓ɾሏʸΣමಁɁɰᖔ˟ؿಁඖΛྡྷܘכ
Йძ့ֺ߮Ꮆ˟ؿಁඖe
 Σමಁ߬Εܺܞցˀ౨ʻ˟cමಁɁΕ߇ࠒ͇ᇼ࣊עܞˀ౨ݯමಁؿࢠˀcႺϷτྦྷؿᚬɈҺցܰЯઅՇԮτͨЄܞցමಁࢠˀ͇ؿᇼeΣႺϷ
અՇ͇ᇼؿcႺϷੀɺผͨͅכЄɺॶઁԹؿԑֶͧࡈΐcԚνಁɁֶνಁɁؿႺϷ̰ॶΕܞցɾˀνՅමಁcֺ˿ॶʵߎමಁɁʥþֶνಁɁʥþֶͨЄԯ
ˢɁˡؿฌ̖Ϥ߲ɐͨЄஐͨeΣࢠˀၤමಁ͇ᇼғֶႏݯғݯȹˀcͅכමಁ˿ॶՇνಁΔਂؿ࿀ᅕࣂංֺࠉԹcܨႺϷԎɺړᖬνಁɁؿႺϷֶν
ಁɁ˿˞Εමಁ͇ᇼғɾȹˀνԷමಁe
 ΣႺϷΕԯܞցؿ࿀ᅕࣂං܃νԷͨЄමಁ͇ؿᇼcႺϷੀ഼೩͇ᇼ܃כȹᏪพˀઅՇe

 ڈමಁɁ̊τޚʦ͐ܞcමಁੀ˞˟ಁਝɾஒྫྷ͚˟e
 ႺϷઅՇȿමಁ͇ؿᇼ܃ڈԷႺϷ࣊ࠍؿ෮cЯڬɺ˿ՅࣱeΕҺցܰЯઅՇමಁɁՅࣱමಁ͇ᇼ߬ؿұࣂcႺϷ˿˞ϣᄬԯܰЯɰઅᏵˤଉϷɰκज
ʥՅࣱτᗐමಁؿكeߗႺϷ෮ՅࣱමಁcමಁɁੀՇɎͶૈؿಁʥႺϷؿ˱ڃԯˢૈಁֺҢiÐ
D මಁɁֻኪႺϷþֶԯˤଉϷ෮ʥþֶϣᄬ෮ՅࣱමಁϤʵߎͨؿЄ͂ʥʻcϤ೩͂ʥʻᎶঽΑමಁɁؿಁඖɻκh
E ঽಁټؿᔾᎶܘႺϷΕ୮ଉঽಁࣂؿൕɃძ့߮e
 ΣමಁɁ߬ұ۪ʸ˞࣊ك൯ʿβ͚මಁɁcȹʘ൯Ⴎࠓ፮ͅමಁɁֻኪe
 ̯ૈಁ˞ɻdߜʼ࣊ᄘeΣτͨЄɺɾ୮cߜ˞ڬʼݯخๅe
 ܘဟဳዀ࿚ܞؿʵcමಁɾමˮႺϷΕමಁ͚ࢠڌؿמɻ༗τමಁɁؿሏ໔ʥΔэc۪ʸᆢႏɎͶᚬi̯ɁЮ೩þʔ̇෮ʥᚬ׃ਆႺϷΕමಁࢠڌɻ
༗τ̯ɁЮ೩þʔ̇ɾሏ໔ʥΔэe

Conditions
1.

It is obligatory for the Remitter to supply to the Bank with all such information as required by this Application Form. Failure to supply any of such information may result in the Bank being
unable to effect the remittance for you. For details concerning the purposes for which the information supplied by the Remitter may be used and the Remitter’s right (applicable to
individuals only) to request access to information, etc., please refer to a notice relating to the Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance on display in the Bank’s banking halls or to be made
available to the Remitter upon request.
2. The Bank shall have the absolute and unfettered discretion to appoint one or more correspondents in advising the remittance to the Beneficiary and in relation to any other matter arising
out of the remittance. The Bank shall not be responsible for any error, neglect, default, delay, omission, insolvency or failure in business of any such correspondents, and neither the Bank
nor the Bank’s correspondents shall be responsible for any delay in payment or non-payment of the remittance to the Beneficiary, in advising the remittance to the Beneficiary or in the
transmission or delivery of any item, letter, telegram or cable to the Beneficiary or any of the Bank’s correspondents. Any action, process or other step taken by the Bank or any of the
Bank’s correspondents in connection with the remittance, if in good faith and in conformity with applicable foreign or domestic laws, customs or regulations, shall be binding on the
Remitter and shall not place the Bank or any of the Bank’s correspondents under any liability to the Remitter.
3. The Bank is not responsible to advise the Remitter of:(a) any exchange control or other restriction which may be imposed by the laws or regulations of the country where payment of the remittance is to be effected and shall not be liable for
any loss delay resulting from such control and restriction. The Remitter is advised to make his own enquiries as to any such control or restriction; and
(b) any charges which may be imposed by overseas correspondents.
4. Overseas correspondents charges, if not specified to be borne by the Remitter, are to be borne by the Beneficiary and deducted from the proceeds of the remittance. In addition, the Bank
is entitled to reimbursement from the Remitter for the expenses of the Bank, its correspondents and agents.
5. The Bank may send message(s) relating to the remittance either in words or in cipher and shall not be liable for any loss, delay, error, omission or mutilation which may occur in the
transmission of the message or for any misrepresentation of the messages, or any part thereof, by any of the Bank’s correspondents.
6. The Bank may make payment of the remittance at a place different from that specified by the Remitter in the application form overleaf if the circumstances, in the Bank’s sole and absolute
opinion, so require.
7. Payment of the remittance may need to go through the clearing system and/or certain local procedures of the country where the payment is to be made before the Beneficiary’s banker or
the Beneficiary has actually received the payment of the remittance.
8. Where the application for remittance is accepted by the Bank on the basis of a provisional exchange rate, then once the Bank is able to ascertain the actual applicable exchange rate, the Bank
shall be entitled to debit the difference (in case the amount payable by the Remitter on the basis of the actual exchange rate exceeds the amount paid by the Remitter), or (as the case may
be) credit the difference (in case the amount payable by the Remitter on the basis of the actual exchange rate is less than amount paid by the Remitter) to the Remitter’s account with the
Bank without prior notice to the Remitter.
9. If payment of the remittance is to be completed on a particular date, the Remitter shall state such date as the value date on the application form overleaf, provided always that the Bank shall
have the sole and unfettered discretion whether to accept any application with a stated value date and if it so accepts, the Bank shall not be liable for any loss or damage incurred by the
Remitter and/or the Beneficiary and/or any other party if the payment is not received by the Beneficiary or the Beneficiary’s banker on the stated value date by reason of any event or cause
beyond the control of the Bank or any of the Bank’s correspondents. In particular, if the value date is stated as the same day on which the application is accepted or deemed to be accepted,
the Bank shall not warrant that the Beneficiary’s banker or the Beneficiary will receive the remittance on the same day of the date of acceptance of the application as the remittance will be
subject to, inter alia, the cut-off time relating to the geographical location of destination of the remittance.
10. If the application is accepted by the Bank at a time after the deadline stipulated by the Bank for the processing of outward remittances, the application shall be deemed to be accepted by the
Bank on the next following business day of the Bank.

11. In the absence of any instructions of the Remitter to the contrary, payment of the remittance will be effected in the currency of the country in which the
payment is actually made.
12. The application for the remittance, once accepted by the Bank, may not be cancelled unless the Bank agrees in writing. In considering whether to accept any request by the Remitter for
cancellation of the remittance, the Bank may take into account, inter alia, whether it has received satisfactory confirmation from its correspondents that the remittance has been duly
withheld and cancelled. In case the Bank agrees to cancel the remittance, such agreement will always be subject to the following conditions and any other additional conditions as the Bank
may impose:(a) The Remitter shall be liable for any costs and expenses incurred by the Bank and/or its correspondents in giving and/or considering to give effect of the cancellation and such costs and
expenses, as conclusively determined by the Bank, shall be deducted from the amount to be refunded to the Remitter;
(b) The amount of refund shall be calculated at the Bank’s current buying rate for the currency of the relevant remittance at the time of refund.
13. Where the customer advice is to be sent to the Remitter by mail as instructed by the Remitter, it is sent at the sole risk of the Remitter.
14. The conditions herein contained are written in English and Chinese. In the case of conflict, the English version shall prevail.
15. According to guideline issued by Regulator, remitting bank should include account number and address of originating customer in the message of remittance transaction.
Customer hereby confirms the following authorization: I/We hereby agree and authorize China Merchants Bank to include my/our account number and address in the
remittance message.
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